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Abstract 

The Internet of Things (IoT) concept, which involves communication within a 

network of objects, has become increasingly popular, and development in this area 

of technology is quite active. IoT environments involve the generation of large 

amounts of data, and require various levels of Quality of Service. For this reason, 

message scheduling schemes to deliver the data in IoT environments are considered 

to be essential. 

This paper proposes an efficient multi-class message scheduling algorithm for 

healthcare IoT environments. In the proposed message algorithm, messages are 

grouped into three message classes (UNC, RT and DT classes) based on the 

characteristics of the messages. The proposed message algorithm is resource-

efficient because it uses a simpler priority calculation than the Multi-class Q-

Learning message scheduling algorithm, which we proposed for IoT systems 

previously. 

Tests were conducted on a part of the oneM2M-based IoT system we have built. 

These showed that in most cases, the proposed scheduling algorithm performs better 

than the Multi-class Q-Learning scheduling algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

The concept of Internet of Things (IoT) was introduced in 2005 [1]. Involving 

communication among a network of objects, IoT systems have become popular [2-4]. 

Such systems generate large amounts of diverse data, and require various levels of 

QoS (Quality of Service) [2-5]. Mostly, the data transferred in IoT systems is 

delivered through generated messages. Therefore, message scheduling schemes in 

IoT environments should be designed to take this requirement into account [6]. 

There have been many studies that have proposed good network QoS models in 

conventional network systems [7-9]. But as unlike conventional network systems, 

most of the nodes in IoT systems have limited computing resources, it is difficult to 

achieve a certain level of QoS for given data [10-15]. 

In this paper, an efficient multi-class message scheduling algorithm for healthcare 

IoT environments is proposed. The scheduling algorithm takes into account the 

limited resources and various message characteristics  in IoT environments. In the 

proposed message algorithm, messages are grouped into three message classes based 

on their characteristics. QoS requirements for the messages are realized by putting 

different priorities on different message classes. The proposed message algorithm is 
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resource-efficient because the algorithm schedules more messages for a given time 

than a previous message scheduling algorithm we proposed for IoT systems [16, 18]. 

The remainder of the paper is composed as follows. In Section 2, some related 

studies are discussed. An efficient multi-class message scheduling algorithm for 

healthcare IoT systems is proposed and some experiments on the algorithm are 

explained in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. The experiments show that the 

efficient multi-class message scheduling algorithm proposed in this paper takes a 

shorter time to complete scheduling work than the Multi-class Q-Learning (MQL) 

message scheduling algorithm [17-18], which was proposed previously by our 

research team. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper. 

 

2. Related Studies 
 

2.1. Multi-class Q-Learning Message Scheduling Algorithm 

It took our research team several years to construct an IoT system [18]. One of 

the main goals of the IoT system construction project was to come up with an 

efficient message scheduling algorithm for the IoT system. In this section, the MQL 

message scheduling algorithm [17-18], which was previously proposed by our 

research team for the IoT system, is discussed. 

The MQL message scheduling algorithm proposed for the IoT system [18] is 

based on the Q-learning algorithm [19]. Figure 1 shows the Q-learning agent model 

for IoT environments. Q-learning is a reinforcement-based learning algorithm that 

finds an optimal policy by selecting the action with the highest reward in each state  

[19]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Q-Learning Agent Model for IoT Environment 

In the MQL message scheduling algorithm, messages to be transmitted are 

classified into real-time (or urgent) messages and delay-tolerant messages. Real-

time messages should be scheduled to transmit on time, while delay-tolerant 

messages can be delayed to allow the transmission of real-time messages. There are 

two message queues in the algorithm – real-time message priority queue and delay-

tolerant message priority queue. Table 1 shows the message classifications in the 

algorithm. 
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Table 1. Message Classifications in the MQL Algorithm 

Priority Message Class Message Priority 

High Real-time message Real number 

Low 
Delay tolerant 

message 
Real number 

 

The MQL message scheduling algorithm provides QoS by determining the 

transmission times of delay-tolerant messages without interfering in real-time 

message transmission. The MQL algorithm evaluates to see if previous decisions 

made on the transmission times for delay-tolerant messages are appropriate or not. 

Then the evaluation result is applied to the next scheduling decision. The algorithm 

is designed to find optimal scheduling decisions through a successive Q-learning 

process (i.e., scheduling decisions, evaluations and applications). 

The MQL algorithm was compared with the Multiclass Based Dynamic Priority 

(MBDP) algorithm [20], one of the well-known multiclass message scheduling 

algorithms. It was found that the throughputs of the MQL algorithm increase almost 

linearly as the measurement time increases, whereas the throughputs of the MBDP 

algorithm increase with decreases in the increasing ratio [18]. 

 

2.2. Weighted Fair Queue Scheduling Algorithm 

The Weighted Fair Queue (WFQ) algorithm is one of the queueing algorithms that 

gives narrowband signals an advantage over broadband signals in packet-switched 

communication networks. The higher priority is given to narrowband signals, while a 

lower priority is given to broadband signals, so that fair allocation of network bandwidth 

to all the data flows in the network can be achieved. 

In this algorithm, broadband signals share the resources that remain after low-

bandwidth signals have been transmitted. The WFQ algorithm can prevent high-

bandwidth traffic from overwhelming the resources of a network, to minimize the average 

latency and avoid partial or complete failure of low-bandwidth communications during 

periods of peak network traffic. 

 

3. Efficient Multi-class Message Scheduling Algorithm for Healthcare 

IoT Systems 

In this section, the efficient multi-class message scheduling algorithm for 

healthcare IoT systems proposed in this paper is explained. Because the proposed 

algorithm uses a simpler priority calculation than the MQL algorithm, it requires a 

shorter decision time for message scheduling, making it more appropriate for IoT 

systems, where computing resources are very limited. 

 

3.1. Message Classification in the Proposed Scheduling Algorithm 

In the proposed algorithm, messages are classified according to their 

characteristics into unconditional (UNC), real-time (RT) and delay-tolerant (DT) 

messages. UNC messages should be transmitted within their deadlines. RT messages 

need to be transmitted to meet their deadlines when possible, while DT messages 

can be transmitted when their transmission does not interfere with the transmission 

of UNC messages, and when the priority of the DT message queue is higher than 

that of the RT message queue. 

Each message class has its own message queue, and there are three messages 

queues for the three message classes, with the UNC messages queue having the 
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highest priority. A UNC message is scheduled to transmit as soon as it enters the 

UNC queue only if no other higher priority UNC messages are already present in the 

queue. An RT message is scheduled to transmit when the UNC queue is empty and 

when the priority of the RT message queue is higher than that of the DT message 

queue and no other higher priority RT messages are already present in the RT queue. 

DT messages can be scheduled when the UNC queue is empty, but DT messages are 

transmitted at the very lowest priority. 

Each message is classified according to how much delay in the message’s 

transmission is tolerable. UNC messages should be sent immediately, otherwise a 

patient’s life would be in danger. Examples of UNC messages are abnormal ECG, 

abnormal oxygen saturation, patient falls, etc. RT messages such as Normal ECG, 

Normal Oxygen saturation are messages that should be transmitted as soon as 

possible. A delay in the transmission would cause inconvenience to patients or 

medical staff. Messages related to weight, basic metabolism or bone mass can be 

classified as DT messages because their transmission can be delayed without severe 

inconvenience to patients or medical staff. Table 2 shows the message classification 

used in the proposed algorithm. 

Table 2. Message Classification 

Message Class Message Matching Queue Priority 

Unconditional(UNC) 

Abnormal ECG, 

Abnormal Oxygen 

saturation, Patient 

falls, etc. 

Unconditional 

Queue 
High 

Real-Time(RT) 

Normal ECG, 

Normal Oxygen 

saturation, etc. 

Middle Weighted 

Queue 
Medium 

Delay Tolerant(DT) 

Weight, Basic 

metabolism, bone 

mass, etc. 

Low Weighted 

Queue 
Low 

 

3.2. Scheduling Algorithm 

Figure 2 shows the message classification module. Once a message is received, 

the message enters one of three message queues according to its state.  

 
 

FUNCTION dist(msg)  

IF msg.state EQUAL unc 

 ENQUEUE(uncq, msg) 

ELSE IF msg.state EQUAL rt 

 ENQUEUE (rtq, msg) 

ELSE IF msg.state EQUAL dt 

 ENQUEUE (dtq, msg) 

ELSE 

 RETURN -1 

END IF 

END FUNCTION 

Figure 2. Message Classification Module 
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Once a message enters into a queue, the proposed scheduling algorithm is 

invoked. Figure 3 shows the scheduling algorithm. If the UNC message queue 

(‘uncq’) is not empty, the first UNC message in the queue is sent immediately.  If the 

queue is empty, the algorithm checks whether the RT message queue (‘rtq’) is not 

empty. Then, the first RT message in the RT message queue is sent and the priority 

of the RT (DT) message queue is decreased (increased). In other words, the priority 

of the selected (unselected) queue for scheduling decreases (increases). 

Whenever an RT message is sent, the priority of the RT message queue is 

decreased by 10% and the priority of the DT message queue is increased by 10%. In 

addition, whenever a DT message is sent, the priority of the DT message queue is 

decreased by 30% and the priority of the RT message queue is increased by 30%. 

The algorithm ensures that the transmission of DT messages is not blocked 

indefinitely by setting the increment of the priority of the DT message queue (10%) 

as less than that of the priority of the RT message queue (30%). 

When the priority of the RT message queue is higher than that of the DT message 

queue but the RT message queue is empty, then the first DT message in the DT 

message queue is sent and the priorities of the queues remain unchanged. 

 
 

WHILE 

IF NOT IS-EMPTY(uncq) 

 DEQUEUE(uncq) 

ELSE IF NOT IS-EMPTY(rtq) 

 dtq.priority := dtq. priority + rtq. priority * 0.1 

 rtq. priority := rtq. priority - rtq. priority * 0.1 

 DEQUEUE(rtq) 

ELSE IF NOT IS-EMPTY(dtq) AND dtq. priority >= rtq. priority 

 rtq. priority = rtq. priority + dtq. priority * 0.3; 

 dtq. priority = dtq. priority - dtq. priority * 0.3; 

 DEQUEUE(dtq); 

ELSE IF IS-EMPTY(rtq) AND NOT IS-EMPTY(dtq) AND rtq. priority >= 

dtq. priority 

 DEQUEUE(dtq) 

ELSE IF IS-EMPTY(dtq) AND NOT IS-EMPTY(dtp) AND dtq. priority >= 

rtq. priority 

 DEQUEUE(rtq) 

END IF 

END WHILE 
 

Figure 3. Proposed Message Scheduling Algorithm 

Figure 4 shows how the priority of a message queue changes as a message in the 

queue is transmitted. Figure 5 shows how the algorithm determines the transmission 

times of delay-tolerant messages. 
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Figure 4. Changes of Queues’ Priorities 
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Figure 5. Process of the Proposed Scheduling Algorithm 
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4. Experiments 
 

4.1. Experiment Environment 

The healthcare IoT system used in this study was constructed based on the 

oneM2M communication protocol [21-22], one of the IoT communication standards. 

Figure 6 shows a part of the oneM2M-based IoT system used in this experiment. In 

the figure, MN and IN represent Middle Node and Infrastructure Node, respectively. 

AE and CSE represent Application Entity and Common Service Entity, respectively.  

MN and IN are oneM2M terminologies representing a gateway and the IoT server, 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 6. A Part of the oneM2M-based IoT System used in the Experiments 

Table 3 shows the specifications of the system used in the experiments 

Table 3. Specifications of System used in the Experiments 

Classification 
Message sending 

node 

Message receiving 

and scheduling node 

CPU 
Intel Core 

I7-3770(3.4GHz) 

Intel Core 

I7-3770(3.4GHz) 

Main Memory 8GB 8GB 

HDD SSD SSD 

OS Window 7 Window 7 

 

4.2. Performance Measurements 

In this experiment, MN(3) sends messages and MN(1) receives the messages to 

schedule them. Message scheduling time is measured until a certain number of 

messages has been scheduled completely. Table 4 shows the scheduling times of the 

proposed algorithm and the MQL algorithm for ten thousand and twenty thousand 

messages. 
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Table 4. Scheduling Times of the Proposed Algorithm and the MQL 
Algorithm (in seconds) 

Number of 

messages 
10000 20000 

Scheduling 

algorithm 

Proposed 

algorithm 

MQL 

algorithm 

Proposed 

algorithm 

MQL 

algorithm 

Unconditional 1.85910634 2.151123 3.72721318 4.2772447 

Real-Time 2.14892292 2.1351221 4.87487882 4.1992401 

Delay 

Tolerant 3.2103836 4.4092522 7.31081816 8.689497 

 

When one thousand UNC messages are scheduled, the proposed algorithm and the 

MQL algorithm require 1.86 seconds and 2.15 seconds, respectively. This means 

that the proposed algorithm performs 13.5% better in terms of the scheduling time. 

For RT messages, the two algorithms perform similarly. When one thousand DT 

messages are scheduled, the proposed algorithm and the MQL algorithm require 3.2 

seconds and 4.4 seconds, respectively. This means that the proposed algorithm 

performs 27.2% better. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 compare the two algorithms’ performance in terms of 

scheduling time, and show the scheduling times when ten thousand and twenty 

thousand messages are scheduled, respectively. The comparisons show that in most 

cases, the proposed scheduling algorithm performs better than the MQL scheduling 

algorithm. This is mainly because the proposed algorithm uses simpler priority 

calculation than the MQL algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 7. Scheduling Time Comparison (10000 messages) 
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Figure 8. Scheduling Time Comparison (20000 messages) 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, an efficient multi-class message scheduling algorithm for healthcare 

IoT environments is proposed. In the proposed message algorithm, messages are 

grouped based on their characteristics into three message classes (UNC, RT and DT 

classes). The proposed algorithm uses simpler priority calculation than the MQL 

algorithm, which was proposed previously by our research team. 

Experiments are conducted on a part of the oneM2M-based IoT system which we 

have built. The experiments show that the proposed scheduling algorithm performs 

better than the MQL scheduling algorithm in most cases. The proposed message 

scheduling algorithm is resource-efficient because the algorithm schedules more 

messages for a given time than the previous message scheduling algorithm, which 

we proposed for IoT systems. 
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